


Hormone Action

s Some of your cells create hormones, 
which is secreted by the process of 
protein synthesis.

s Hormones are chemical messengers 
produced by specialized groups of 
cells called glands.

s Glands make up the endocrine system.

s The cells in the glands secrete these proteins.

s Your brain signals the glands in your body to secrete 
these hormones directly into the blood.



Hormone Action

s Once in the blood, 
hormones travel to 
target cells.

s The target cells 
respond to the 
hormones.

s When the hormone binds with DNA in the target 
cell, the cell responds by directing protein synthesis 
or controlling specific cell activities.



Hormone Action

s Different hormones do different 
things for your body.

s Growth hormones help bones and 
other tissues in your body to grow 
and divide.

s They help the body to use nutrients and minerals for 
growth.

s Some hormones help regulate the amount of salt and 
water in your body.

s Still others help your respond to stress and injury.



Maintaining Homeostasis

s How can you keep a comfortable 
temperature inside your house?

s Temperature is only one factor in a
“balanced state.”

s But homeostasis involves more 
than temperature.

s Just like central heating and cooling systems, your 
cells maintain a state of homeostasis, or a stable 
internal environment. 

s Hormones help the cells do this.



Maintaining Homeostasis
s Most people have a body 

temperature near 98.6F.

s A part of your brain contains 
temperature sensors. 

s As soon as your skin temperature 
rises about 98.6F, you start to sweat.

s When the water from your sweat evaporates, you 
feel cooler.

s You maintain your internal temperature because 
hormones allow your blood vessels to contract or 
widen.



Maintaining Homeostasis

s When you are warm, hormones send signals that 
cause blood vessels to widen, increasing 
blood flow.

s This brings heat to the surface of the skin.

s The brain also sends out signals if your skin temperature 
drops.

s You stop sweating and you might start shivering.

s While shivering, you may also develop goose bumps.

s This happens when tiny muscles at the base of your hairs 
cause your hairs to stand up straight.



Maintaining Homeostasis

s Homeostasis refers to more than 
body temperature.

s When you breathe, you taken in 
oxygen that is transported to all 
the cells of your body.

s The cells use the oxygen to help 
make energy.

s There must be a balance between 
how much oxygen you take in and 
how much carbon dioxide you 
breath out.



Maintaining Homeostasis

s Nerve signals and hormones 
interact to respond to danger.

s Our cells produce many stress 
hormones to prepare the body
to deal with a threat.

s They raise blood sugar and increase blood flow and 
respiration rates so the body can run fast, fight 
harder, and think faster.

s Once the threat is over, nerve signals help restores 
normal function. 
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God designed our bodies to be able to adjust to changes. 
What does this tell us about God? What does Malachi 3:6 

say about change?
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God designed our bodies to be able to adjust to changes. 
What does this tell us about God? What does Malachi 3:6 

say about change?

The fact that God designed our bodies with the ability 
to adjust to change is evidence of His wisdom and 

care. He anticipated our need for these abilities and 
provided for our needs.



The Immune Response

s The Bible tells us that “a cheerful heart is good 
medicine” (Proverbs 17:22).

s Now only has God given us the ability to have joy 
and laughter in our lives, He has provided us with an 
immune system to protect our bodies against 
infection. 



The Immune System

s The immune system 
produces special cells 
that attack foreign 
substances. 

s White blood cells, or leukocytes, are parts of the 
blood that defend the body against disease.

s They engulf, or “swallow,” foreign particles.

s When the body is injured, leukocytes increase in 
numbers and move to the injury. 



The Immune System

s The immune system 
releases chemicals that 
increase body temperature.

s This can be experienced as a 
fever or as a temperature 
increase around a wound.

s An increase in temperature helps because many 
disease-causing organisms live within a narrow 
temperature range.



The Immune System

s Leukocytes learn to tell the difference between your 
body tissues and foreign substances.

s These cells “remember” the foreign substances so 
they can respond faster if you are exposed to them 
again.

s This protection is called
acquired immunity.



The Immune System

s While immunity happens 
naturally, you can also gain 
immunity through vaccinations.

s Vaccines are made from a weak, 
dead, or partial version of a 
disease. 

s When you receive a vaccination, the cells of your 
immune system learn to fight the disease without 
you having to get sick. 

s If you are exposed to that disease in the future, your 
body will recognize it and know how to respond.



The Immune System



The Immune System
Allergies

s The immune system does 
not always work like it 
should.

s Allergies involve an immune 
response to as substance 
that the cells of most 
people treat as harmless.

s Common allergies include 
reactions to dust, pollen, 
food products, or bee 
stings.



The Immune System
Allergies

s These substances cause immune cells to release 
chemicals that produce an allergic reaction.

s Allergic reactions vary between people.

s They include swelling, 
rashes, hives, 
sneezing, and itching.



How Do You Get Allergies


